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Dimitri
Merry Swiss clown
who trained under
Marcel Marceau
Though he wore black eye
makeup that evoked tears trickling down his blanched face,
Dimitri did not fit the stereotype
of the sad clown, the comic
figure who is a tortured soul
away from the limelight. In fact,
he was rather happy.
“I’ve never known an existential crisis, big break-ups, nor a
bitter defeat. And I’ve never
really had to fear for my future.
I’m a lucky man, born under a
lucky star,” he said.
Influenced by the French
mime, Étienne Decroux, he
learnt his profession in Paris
under his idol, Marcel Marceau
and they became friends. Dimitri featured in The Matadors and
The Little Circus, both starring
Marceau.
Dimitri was blessed with a
broad and capacious mouth,
which he contorted into grins
and grimaces and used to stash
and expel ping-pong balls for
comic effect. “Dimitri has a
naive freshness, simplicity and
He cried on
giving up
somersaults
aged 50

the soul of a poet,” said Marceau,
who died in 2007. There was a
setback in 1959 when Dimitri
was performing with a travelling
circus in France and the director
stole the cash-box, bankrupting
the enterprise and prompting a
return to Switzerland. There in
1975, he opened his own clown
school.
Dimitri Jakob Müller, later
known as Jakob Dimitri, was
born in Ascona in Italian-speaking Switzerland. His father was
an artist and sculptor, his
mother, a maker of stuffed toys.
He set his heart on a clowning
career after a trip to see the celebrated Knie Circus aged seven.
In 1961 he married Gunda,
née Salgo. As his renown grew
they lived in Paris and on a Swiss
estate. She survives him along
with their children. David, a
tightrope walker, and Masha, a
slack-wire acrobat performed
with their father in 2009 in New
York while Nina is a singer and
Ivan, an IT engineer with the
Red Cross.
Though he cried in his dressing-room after giving up somersaults at 50, he was kept fit by the
physical demands of the job. His
most recent performance was
the day before his death.
He dreamt of a time when
clowning would be as well-respected as opera. “Clowns are
important,” he wrote in his autobiography. “The gratitude that
people express to me and the applause confirms it each day:
human beings need clowns.
They must be able to laugh.”
Jakob Dimitri, clown, was born on
September 18, 1935. He died on
July 19, 2016, aged 80

Court Circular
There is no Court Circular today.
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Braemar whets deal appetite
in Asia amid industry slump
Asia president Denis
Petropoulos says group
will make a move if the
price is right
BRAEMAR Shipping Services,
a diversified maritime group,
is looking at more deals to
expand its business in Asia,
where it seeks growth despite
dire business conditions in
the maritime sector, writes
Inderpreet Walia.
The group, which operates
shipbroking, technical
services and logistics
businesses, is sticking to the
diversification strategy that
allowed it to remain profitable
in the midst of an industry
downcycle.
“We are looking at acquiring
businesses that are not in
our portfolio,” Braemar
group’s Asia president Denis
Petropoulos said in an
interview.
“We are looking into
areas where we do not have
sufficient depth,” he said.
Mr Petropoulos said that
if Braemar found a business
in the offshore industry or
shipbroking industry at a
competitive price, it would
move in.
“We are a public company
and we have funds
available. Of course it has
to be business positive. We
cannot buy something out of
speculation,” he added.

Petropoulos: If
Braemar finds a
business in the
offshore industry
or shipbroking
industry at a
competitive price,
it will move in.

Mr Petropoulos did not
specify the size of the deals.
But in June, Braemar had
added to its war chest with
a recently completed bank
facility of £30m ($40.4m).
In 2014 Braemar boosted its
foothold in the ship broking
business with the acquisition
of ACM Shipping Group. It
was one of several industry
deals at the time that included
Clarksons’ takeover of
Norwegian rival RS Platou and
ICAP Shipping’s merger with
Howe Robinson.
In its latest annual
report, Braemar said its
“diversification strategy
ensured a resilient
performance despite some
challenging markets” with

earnings driven by strength in
the ship broking division. Ship
broking now accounts for 59%
of the company’s operating
profit and 44% of revenue.
A prolonged industry
downturn and low oil prices
are expected to result in
numerous distressed assets
in the shipping and maritime
sector, and also trigger more
industry consolidation.
Asset sales in the AsiaPacific oil and gas sector
amounted to $17bn in 2015
and are likely to spike
this year, according to
Mergermarket.
Last week, one of the largest
oil field services companies in
Singapore, Swiber Holdings,
filed an application for

liquidation, pointing to the
widespread malaise in the
sector.
Braemar expects the marine
and offshore market to
worsen in coming years as
market rates are suppressed
by growing tonnage. On the
brighter side the easy money
in shipping that allowed
speculative purchases has
shrunk, Mr Petropoulos said.
“There is money available
for people with good credit
ratings. They are usually the
owners who have been around
for a very long time and have
good strategic planning. So
they would actually have
access to money and I feel
that they can make the money
work,” he said.
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Gas ship society re-issues advice
following Panama Canal crashes
Modifications might
need to be made to gas
ships, which can now
transit the waterway for
the first time
CRASHES inside the new
locks of the Panama Canal
have forced a leading gas
carrier industry body to reissue advice on transiting the
waterway, writes Hal Brown.
Since the canal re-opened
a month ago, some 24 of the
54 transits of the new locks
were made by gas carriers —
22 liquefied petroleum gas
carriers and two liquefied
natural gas carriers.
“We were very surprised, and
also pleased, to note [this],”
said Society of International
Gas Tanker and Terminal
Operators general manager
Andrew Clifton.
However, transits have not
been without incident.
Nippon Yusen Kaisha’s
2003-built, 78,945 cu m
Lycaste Peace, the first LPG
carrier to pass through the
new section of the canal, tore
off a fender during a collision,
causing minor damage to the
railing of the ship.
Other incidents since the
re-opening have involved
container ships, such as
China’s Xin Fei Zhou.
According to a study by

Lycaste Peace,
the first LPG
carrier to pass
through the new
section of the
canal, tore off a
fender during a
collision.

The International Transport
Workers’ Federation, the
dimensions of the new
locks are too small for safe
operations and the design
has left little room for
manoeuvring error inside the
new locks.
Focus is on gas carriers
because full size gas carriers
are now able to transit the
canal for the first time, hence
the high number to have made
the transit thus far, eager to
take advantage of shorter
voyage times from the US to
Asia or to South America’s
west coast.
SIGTTO’s Mr Clifton said his
organisation and the Panama
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Canal Authority have taken
a proactive and consultative
approach to identifying issues
that may need to be addressed
for safe and efficient transit of
gas carriers through the canal.
In SIGTTO’s guide, there are
details of any modifications
required to existing gas
vessels or vessels under
construction.
“We believe this is the first,
and still the only, industry
publication produced by
any shipping organisation
regarding the new locks at
Panama and is essential
guidance for any owner,
operator, charterer or ship
master wishing to take their
LNG vessel through the new
locks at Panama,” said Mr
Clifton.
Modifications to gas ships
include changes to pilot
platforms and moorings,
as vessels will need to be
moored before going through
the canal’s new locks. Many
gas carriers do not have
the required mooring lines,
so owners would have to
decide whether to change the
moorings on a temporary or
permanent basis.
SIGTTO’s guide looks at
the geography of the new
locks, and includes a detailed
fold-out chart of the entire

canal, showing depths
and dimensions, navigable
waters, anchorages, aids to
navigation, and significant
features.
“It should be noted that
this guide is not a substitute
for consulting the up-to-date
applicable regulations and
legislation — both national
and international — which
should always be followed
in preference to this guide,”
advised Mr Clifton.
Wilhelmsen is also intent
on helping gas carrier owners
make their first transits.
Wilhelmsen Ships Service
has started a new agency
for this purpose. Its first
client was leading very
large gas carrier owner
Avance Gas, helping with
the transit of Avance’s
ships Passat and Breeze. WSS
assists with local knowledge,
arranging all permits along
with payments, and giving
regulatory advice.
“It is a real advantage
for our customers to have
someone on hand that knows
the authorities, the realtime weather and transit
conditions, and the language
— we are effectively their eyes
and ears on the ground,” said
WSS product manager Steffen
Langlete.

Boxships and LPG tankers dominate
expanded canal use in first month
No crude, product or dry
bulk carriers have passed
through the third set of
locks
CONTAINERSHIPS and
liquefied petroleum gas
tankers have dominated
the use of Panama Canal’s
third set of locks during the
expanded waterway’s first
month, according to the
Panama Canal Authority,
writes Max Tingyao Lin.
The official data confirmed
the earlier industry
expectation that the container
and LPG shipping sectors
would be most affected by
the $5.2bn expansion project,
aimed at enhancing vessel
traffic between the Pacific and
Atlantic basins.
As of July 27, 56 vessels
had transited through the
expanded canal — of those,
30 were containerships, the
authority said.
The 9,443 teu neo-panamax
boxship Cosco Shipping
Panama was the first vessel
to transit through the third
locks on June 26. According to
Lloyd’s List Intelligence, the
ship was making an eastwards
voyage and sailing towards
Northeast Asia.
So far, the largest

Panama throws
its hat into the
LNG ring
As of July 27, 56 vessels had transited through the expanded canal.

containerships that have
passed the expanded
waterway in terms of sizes
were Cosco Guangzhou,
measuring 350.7 m in length,
and MOL Benefactor, MOL
Beyond and MOL Belief, at
337.1m, according to the
authority.
Also, 22 LPG tankers have
passed through the new set of
locks, the largest of which was
230.1 m long with a beam of
36.7 m.
Nippon Yusen Kaisha’s
very large gas carrier Lycaste
Peace was the first LPG carrier
to make the transit, when
carrying a cargo from Houston,
Texas to Hitachi, Japan.
Two liquefied natural gas
carriers have sailed through

the expanded canal, including
Maran Gas Apollonia, with a
length of 289.1m and beam
of 45m, which made the first
transit.
According to LLI, the Shellchartered ship was shipping
LNG from Sabine Pass in the
US to China.
Also, two car carriers
have passed via the new
waterway in the past month.
But no crude, product or dry
bulk carriers have used the
expanded canal so far.
Looking ahead, the authority
said reservations to use the
third locks had a similar mix
of vessels, but also included
some passengerships set to
pass through at the end of the
year and in early 2017.

An intriguing subplot to the
exports story is the creation
of an LNG import terminal
in Panama. The US Trade
and Development Agency
has awarded a grant to the
Panama Canal Authority to
support the planning of this
LNG import terminal. The
transiting the expanded
it reopens this year.
www.lloydslist.com/ll/sector/
tankers/article511629.ece
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Extended Samarco iron ore
outage may hurt capesizes
Reduced volumes from
Brazil plus no cargoes
from cancelled project
in Guinea translate to
potentially fewer tonnemiles overall

NEWS that operations at the
Samarco iron ore mine in
Brazil, a joint venture of Vale
and BHP Billiton, will not be
restarted this year as expected
may hit capesize earnings going
forward, writes Nidaa Bakhsh.
The operations, which
produced 30m tonnes of
iron ore and pellets, were
suspended following a fatal

dam rupture in November. The
companies, which have spent
billions of dollars in clean-up
and other costs, had always
expected output could start by
the end of the year.
However, Vale on Thursday
said there was a “reduced
likelihood of resuming
operations in 2016 given the
current status of the licensing

process and the additional
uncertainties regarding
Samarco’s future cash flow.”
BHP said in a recent
statement that operations
would only start when it was
safe to do so and when “all
regulatory approvals are
granted and accepted”. It
added that Samarco was in
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3
talks with employees, and
expects a reduction of 40%
of the workforce, in line with
expected production levels.
Both companies reported
a drop in production, with
BHP’s declining by 2% to
227m tonnes in the 2016
financial year from a year
earlier, despite record volumes
from its Western Australian
activities. Vale’s output in the
second quarter slipped 2.8%
to 86.8m tonnes versus a year
earlier.
The Brazilian miner also
reported a drop in net income
of $1.1bn in the second
quarter from $1.7bn a year
earlier, mainly due to a $1bn
provision for the Samarco
disaster.
Coupled with little or no
output from the Samarco
operations is Rio Tinto’s
decision not to proceed for
the time being with its iron
ore project in Guinea that
was set to produce just under
100m tonnes per year of
the commodity when fully
ramped up.
The project in which Rio
Tinto has a 46.5% stake would
have comprised an iron ore
mine in central Guinea, a 650
km railway and a deepwater
port on the West African

The aftermath of the fatal Samarco dam rupture last November.
© 2016 Felipe Dana/AP

country’s Atlantic coast; the
mine, which was to run for
40 years, was set to be the
fifth-most profitable by 2025,
according to some media
reports.
But in an interview with The
Times newspaper earlier this
month, Rio Tinto’s newlyappointed chief executive
Jean-Sebastien Jacques said
that a global oversupply of
iron ore made the project not
viable.
A company official told
Lloyd’s List Friday the
infrastructure needed

investors that had not yet
come forward.
The project “hasn’t been
shelved,” the official said.
“Efforts are ongoing to find
investors.”
The reduced volumes
“remove a portion of long haul
iron ore trade,” according to
an analyst at Arrow Research.
The sudden closure of the
Samarco system had forced
traders to cover obligations
from other sources in Brazil,
depending on excess capacity
abilities, or South Africa, said
a research analyst at Affinity.

Another source was naturally
Australia, with ports there
“maxed out,” he said.
Indeed, Port Hedland in
Western Australia saw record
throughput in June as iron ore
volumes to China rose.
The impact of the initial
Samarco news was shortlived, said the Affinity analyst,
adding that the iron ore
supply side “is pretty stable”.
Vale is expecting to start up
its S11D project in the second
half of the year. The Carajas
Serra Sul mine, which will
have a capacity of 90m tonnes
per year, is 90% complete.
There won’t be a colossal
impact, said a third Londonbased analyst, as supplies
will be coming from elsewhere
and growth in demand is
slower than in previous years.
But if more supplies come
out of Australia, there will
be reduced tonne-miles, he
added.
Meanwhile, the forward
curve has weakened
somewhat, with values on
Thursday much lower than the
day before. According to GFI
brokers, August dropped by
$350 to $5,400 per day, while
September fell $150 to $6,950,
and fourth quarter was down
by $75 to $8,800.

British ports in talks with DfT
over Brexit headaches
Keep border controls
simple, industry urges
REPRESENTATIVES from
the UK ports industry are in
talks with the Department for
Transport and the devolved
administrations over how to
handle Brexit, a statement
from the British Ports
Association has confirmed,
writes David Osler.
The move comes after last
month’s referendum on British
membership of the European
Union, which saw a majority
vote in favour of departure.
One likely corollary is tighter
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border controls, which has left
the ports sector fearful that it
will inevitably find itself at the
sharp end of the process.
BPA chairman Rodney Lunn
pointed to recent delays
caused by border controls on
Dover-Calais cross-Channel
ferry services as a harbinger of
the sort of interruptions and
delays that could result.
If this experience were
generalised, it could have
major implications for Britain
as a trading nation, he
maintained.
“We therefore urge the
government to ensure as far
as possible that Brexit will not

Lunn: BPA urges
the government
to ensure that
Brexit will not
result in extra
red tape and
bureaucracy at
UK borders.

result in extra red tape and
bureaucracy at our borders,”
he said.
“We urge that in future

negotiations the current ease
and rapidity with which trade
goods pass through our ports
is fully preserved.”

Vallianz notes business as usual
despite Swiber liquidation

Other offshore related firms have also issued statements to distance themselves from Swiber.

Company’s core business
is in vessel chartering
focused on the Middle
East market with national
oil companies as
customers
SINGAPORE-listed Vallianz
Holdings announced on Friday
that it was conducting business
and operations as usual despite
news of major shareholder
Swiber Holdings filing an
application to be wound up,
writes Wei Zhe Tan.
Swiber, which owns a 25.2%
stake in Vallianz, on Thursday
said its board of directors had
made an application to the
Singapore High Court to have
the company wound up with
the court hearing taking place
on August 19, 2016.
The company also filed a court
application to have itself placed
under provisional liquidation,
with the court subsequently
appointing restructuring firm
KordaMentha’s Cameron
Duncan and Muk Siew
Peng as the joint provisional
liquidators.
Vallianz also disclosed
via an exchange filing that
its non-executive director
and chairman of the board
Raymond Goh had resigned.
Mr Goh is the founder and
executive chairman of the
Swiber Group.
The news yesterday sent

offshore-related stocks on
the Singapore bourse into a
tailspin, with Vallianz’s shares
the worst hit. Valllianz’s
shares, which are listed on the
Singapore exchange’s Catalist
board, settled about 42% lower
at S$0.02.
Vallianz noted that its core
business is in vessel chartering
focused on the Middle East
market with national oil
companies as the main
customers.
It attributed its strong position
in that region to assistance from
its other major shareholder and
joint venture partner Rawabi
Holding, which has an 18.7%
stake.
“Rawabi has extensive
knowledge and network in
the Middle East oil and gas
market,” Vallianz said, adding
that it derives most of its vessel
charter revenue from the
Middle East operations.
In May this year, the offshore
services provider secured up
to $210m worth of charter
agreements for its offshore
support vessels.
The long-term charter
contracts will see Vallianz
provide 13 offshore support
vessels to a Middle East-based
national oil company for a
period of up to seven years.
The OSVs will gradually be
deployed at the oil firm’s fields,
starting from the second half
of 2016.

The contracts, which stretch
up to 2025, will increase the
group’s chartering orderbook
to $1.2bn from the $950m
reported during its first-quarter
results.
Other offshore-related
companies have also issued
statements to distance
themselves from Swiber, with
Ezion Holdings releasing a
statement saying that the
winding up of Swiber is not
likely to impact its financial
results for the year ending
December 31, 2016 as it does
not have any business with
Swiber.
Swissco Holdings, which is
in the business of providing
drilling rigs, accommodation
jack-ups and vessel chartering
services for the oil and gas
industry, released a similar
statement and added that,
“the group is in a different
business sector from Swiber,

specifically, the group is not in
the engineering, procurement,
installation and construction
(EPIC) services sector”.
Separately, Singapore based
financial institution DBS
Group Holdings revealed in a
statement that it had S$700m
($518.9m) in exposure to the
Swiber Group in terms of loans,
bonds and off-balance sheet
items.
However, as its exposure is
partly secured by assets of the
company, the bank is likely to
take back half of the amount in
question and fully provide for
the expected shortfall.
The bank will utilise its
surplus general allowances,
resulting in a lower net
allowance charge of around
S$150m.
“The group’s balance sheet
remains strong; and there is
minimal impact on its capital
adequacy ratio,” it added.

The Intelligence
Edition 10
UK shipping
considers
its future
outside of
Europe
www.lloydslist.com/ll/incoming/article530570.ece
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August rate rises offer
brief respite for box lines
Weak peak season likely
to see rates struggle over
the summer
CONTAINER lines are enduring
a weak peak season this
summer, unable to sustain
higher rates for more than a few
days before the inevitable slide
sets in, writes Janet Porter.
Even in the comparatively
stable transpacific trades, spot
rates are losing ground after
rallying earlier in the month.
Drewry’s latest Hong KongLos Angeles container rate
benchmark lost 12.1% during
the week to $1,093 per loaded
40 ft container. This compares
with over $1,200 a year ago,
a drop of 10.3%, with Drewry
predicting further rate declines
in the coming week.
The World Container
Index, which measures rates
from Shanghai to southern
California, painted a slightly
different picture with a net gain
of 6.2% on the week to $1,389
per feu, but this is still well

down from the corresponding
price of $1,610 a year earlier.
But it is the Asia-Europe
trades that have transfixed
the industry in recent months,
and here the WCI shows a
14.4% drop over last week to
$1,263 per feu. At the start of
the month, these rates briefly
topped $2,000, while a year
ago, they were more than
$1,800.
What appear to be
contradictory signals from the
Shanghai Containerised Freight
Index reflect the way the two
indices are compiled, with one
measuring rates actually paid
and the other an indication of
rates expected to be paid in the
days ahead.
With August general rate
increases or price adjustments

due to kick in, the SCFI posted
an 18.6% rise on Friday as
China-north Europe spot rates
soared 57.8% to $1,125 per teu
and rates to the Mediterranean
climbed 51.2%. Transpacific
rates were also higher, while
those from Shanghai to South
Africa were 108% stronger over
the week, albeit at little more
than $640 per 20 ft box.
See-sawing freight rates that
are on a downwards trajectory
are having a devastating impact
on container lines’ financial
results. The full extent of this
poor summer season will not be
clear until third-quarter results
are published later in the year,
but the half-year reporting
season is now starting, and it is
becoming clear that 2016 will go
down as exceptionally poor for
container shipping.
Not until carriers get a better
grip on supply and demand,
and manage to find a way of
keeping rates firm even if ships
are not full, will the whole
industry acquire a more stable
footing.

No break from ailing
charter rates
The European summer is
finally here, yet there will
be no time for shipowners
to relax this year during the
historically quiet period for
the charter market.
To ensure that the
second half of the year
does not follow the
treacherous trail of the
first, then overcapacity —
the overriding contributor
to the current depressed
state of the market — must
be addressed sooner rather
than later.
www.lloydslist.com/
ll/sector/containers/
article526942.ece
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Ports America and Port Tampa
extend partnership
Ports America will
continue to provide
stevedoring services for
Tampa Bay container
terminal until 2046.
PORTS America and Port
Tampa Bay container terminal
on Thursday announced the
signing of an amended container
agreement that will run through
May 2046. A new breakbulk
concession of five years has also
been agreed, which includes
two one-year extension options,
writes Nora Zhou.
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Ports America provides
terminal operations and
stevedoring services for
containers, bulk, breakbulk
and ro-ro shipping.
The two parties have had
the partnership for around
10 years. With the amended
agreement, they “look forward
to increasing containerised
imports from vessels arriving
through the newly expanded
Panama Canal as well as transAtlantic cargo shipments,” said
Ports America’s stevedoring
president Tom Perdue.
Continued on page 7

Top 30
container
ports

Widespread
impact of
China’s
faltering
export
trade
www.lloydslist.com/ll/sector/containers/article521299.ece

Continued from page 6
Previously, Port Tampa
Bay and the stevedore and
terminal operating company
jointly purchased two new
neopanamax gantry cranes,

delivered in April. With the new
equipment, the port will be able
to handle 9,000 teu ships.
Located on the west coast
of the Sunshine State and

overseen by Tampa Port
Authority, Port Tampa Bay
was the winner of this year’s
Lloyd’s List North American
Port Operator of the Year.

The port hopes to be the
container gateway to west
central Florida and ranks first
in Florida ports for projected
tonnage by 2018.

Safe Bulkers completes
debt refinancing
Bulker owner posts
second-quarter loss but
has now clinched deals
with all of its banks to
ease repayment schedule
SAFE Bulkers, the New Yorklisted bulk carrier owner,
has completed refinancing or
rescheduling of all its regular
bank debt in a major step
towards preserving liquidity
as it remained in the red for
the second quarter of 2016,
writes Nigel Lowry.
Net revenues decreased by
18% to $26.2m during the
quarter, for which Safe posted
a $9m net loss.
The adjusted net loss of
$8.7m, or $0.15 per share,
however, was slightly better
than analysts expected.
But an announcement that
the company has completed
deals with lenders to amend
credit facilities aggregating
$471.9m caught the eye.

The amended facilities represent 100% of Safe Bulkers’ commercial
bank debt.

The amended facilities
represent 100% of the
company’s commercial bank
debt, excluding about $130m
worth of sale and leaseback
financing and finance from a
Japanese state institution.

One of the net effects of the
agreements with the banks
has been to defer a total of
more than $35m in principal
repayments until after 2019.
Under the new schedule,
Safe has agreed to prepay

a portion of debt this year
in return for a much lighter
schedule over the next few
years.
For example, in 2017 the
company has only $2.7m in
repayments to make, and in
2018 a modest $14.3m.
Following the delivery of a
Japanese-built panamax in
August, Safe has a fleet of 37
bulkers in the water and four
still on order — a panamax
and two kamsarmaxes in
Japan and a kamsarmax in
China.
For the second quarter,
the company’s average time
charter equivalent earnings
across the fleet fell to $7,675
per day, from $8,615 in the
second quarter of 2015.
But company president
Loukas Barmparis said the
rate was higher than daily
operating expenses and
general and administrative
expenses, which, when
combined, totalled $4,929.

MICHAEL GREY VIEWPOINT

Long legacies of peril
Masters should be
protected against
employers who force
them to act against their
professional judgement

IT WAS 30 years ago that Philip
Cheek wrote a book that had a
lot of shipping people shifting
uneasily in their shoes. It was
called Legacies of Peril and it
focused on his own experiences
a few years earlier, after he had
been appointed to command
the elderly bulker Tiger Bay. He
found the ship a substandard
wreck, with a list of serious
deficiencies as long as his
arm that the owners had no

intention of remedying, writes
Michael Grey.
Jobs were not plentiful then
but Capt Cheek, who, like many
displaced British officers, had
known better days, refused to
take the ship to sea and swore
an affidavit identifying the
deficiencies, which precipitated
his instant dismissal.
This was before Paris
Memoranda and efficient port
state control, but he did a

valuable service in publicising
the scandal of substandard
ships and the way in which
unscrupulous owners, aided by
doubtful flags of convenience
and some inefficient behaviour
by class, were putting lives and
the environment at risk. His
campaigning over several years
and his hard work in lobbying
anyone who would listen, was a
notable contribution to marine
Continued on page 8
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charterers, insists on his legal
responsibilities or points out
some detentionable deficiency
to a visiting safety inspector (as
he is jolly well obliged to do,
these days).
It was not many years ago that
a very old friend and highly
experienced master confided
that his operators were making
ever more unreasonable
demands about the way they
expected him to run his ship.
Some of these he considered
to be grossly unsafe, putting
his ship and his professional
qualifications in hazard.
They had become very
cunning about their demands,
invariably backed up with
threats, because, he told me,
none were ever committed to
paper, which he could possibly
use as evidence in his defence,
if the worst he feared came to
pass. They were instead uttered
through the telephone. He had
thought about this at length

and then had gone ashore and
purchased a sophisticated
telephone recording device. He
was “bugging the buggers”.
He has since retired and has,
I understand, few regrets about
his decision to swallow the
anchor. It had become, he told
me, far removed from the job to
which he had aspired, all those
years before, when he had
gone away to sea in a fine liner
company.
No recourse
I thought at the time how awful
it was for my friend to have
to work for swine like these,
who had driven a respected
and hugely experienced
professional to take such
action. But there are still
masters today who are hired
on a casual basis, others even
ostensibly “staff” members,
but who can be relieved of their
command in an instant with
an angry email or telephone

call, with no recourse to
expert lawyers or the luxury of
industrial tribunals to obtain
justice and compensation.
“If you won’t take the ship
to sea, or run it in the way we
require,” is the implied and
almost universal threat, “there
are plenty of masters on the
beach who will take your job
at the drop of a hat.” There
is absolutely nothing new
about such a conversation,
which has come down through
the generations pretty well
unaltered.
It is, however, worth
thinking about the changing
circumstances of a modern
regulatory regime that exposes
the master of a ship to almost
perpetual scrutiny. There
ought to be decent Safety
Management Systems which,
if properly drafted, will afford
some measure of protection
against being forced to act
against one’s judgement as a
commander. But, as one master
put it so well, it is “the unsaid
menace of expectation”, with its
implied threats, which can be
delivered in so many different
ways in these days of amazing
communications.
So let us offer a few cheers
for Capt Loftus in his success. I
would also suggest putting the
evening of October 26 in your
diary, when “The Master Under
Attack” will be the subject of
the Cadwallader Debate, with
a panel of expert speakers
from the law, insurance and
ship operations at Lloyd’s of
London. It seems particularly
topical.
rjmgrey@dircon.co.uk
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safety, as was his explosive
book.
Scroll forward to 2013, when
John Loftus, an American
master 20 years in command,
was sacked by the owners of his
containership, after repeatedly
drawing attention to serious
safety violations on board his
vessel. After failing to make
any impression on the owners
Horizon Lines, Capt Loftus
became a “whistleblower” and
reported the violations to the
US Coast Guard and the ship’s
classification society ABS.
Both masters found
themselves on the beach, but
whereas Capt Cheek was in
effect battling on his own, Capt
Loftus was assisted by the fact
that his was a US flag ship,
while US law, in the shape of
the Seaman’s Protection Act
and a very good lawyer, could
combine to seek restitution.
He has now been awarded
damages in excess of $1m, with
back wages and a punitive
element, along with a sum for
the distress of his enforced
unemployment.
One might imagine that
US operators, noting this
result, might be rather more
circumspect about the way they
treat people they put in charge
of their huge floating assets.
Masters will permit themselves
a thin smile of satisfaction
as they read about their US
colleague’s legal victory. But
under very many jurisdictions,
and under arguably most flags,
it will be no guarantee of any
greater job security, with few
obstacles against the dismissal
of the master, if he offends the

There are still masters today who can be relieved of their command in an
instant. nito/Shutterstock.com
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INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING (ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT) REGULATIONS 2009
NOTICE OF OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

A cop
the E
shou

IN RELATION TO AN APPLICATION FOR A DEVELOPMENT CONSENT ORDER
THE PROPOSED EAST ANGLIA THREE OFFSHORE WIND FARM ORDER (Application Reference EN010056)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT East Anglia THREE Limited (the Applicant) of 3rd Floor, 1 Tudor Street, London
EC4Y 0AH will voluntarily submit Other Environmental Information (OEI), to supplement the Environmental Statement that
accompanied its application for a Development Consent Order under sections 14, 15 and 37 of the Planning Act 2008 (the
Application). The Application was made to the Planning Inspectorate on 18 November 2015 and accepted by the
Secretary of State for examination on 15 December 2015 (Reference: EN010056).
The Application

Mond

The Application relates to the construction and operation of an offshore wind farm within the East Anglia Zone of the
North Sea (the Project). The proposed wind farm is approximately 69km from the coast at Lowestoft, Suffolk at its closest
point to land. It will connect to the National Grid via underground cables to the substation at Bramford, Suffolk.

Tues

The Development Consent Order would, amongst other things, authorise:

Wedn

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Up to 172 offshore wind turbines and associated foundations, with an installed capacity of up to
1,200 MW;
Up to two meteorological masts and foundations;
Up to twelve buoys;
Up to six offshore electrical stations;
Up to one offshore platform housing accommodation facilities;
Subsea inter-array cables between the wind turbines and offshore electrical stations;
Up to four subsea export cables to transmit electricity from the offshore electrical stations to
shore;
Up to four interconnector cables between the East Anglia ONE and East Anglia THREE Projects;
Scour protection around foundations and on inter-array and export cables as required;
Landfall at Bawdsey with onshore transition bays to join the offshore and onshore cables;
Up to four onshore underground circuits (each containing up to three cables) pulled through
existing ducting to be laid by East Anglia ONE or directly laid, running for approximately 37 km
from landfall to the connection point at Bramford, Suffolk, with jointing pits, to transmit electricity
to up to two new onshore substations;
Up to two onshore substations at Bramford, Suffolk, to connect the offshore wind farm to the
National Grid;
The permanent and / or temporary compulsory acquisition (if required) of land and / or rights for
the proposed Project;
Overriding of easements and other rights over or affecting land for the proposed Project;
The application and / or disapplication of legislation relevant to the proposed Project including
inter alia legislation relating to compulsory purchase; and
Such ancillary, incidental and consequential provisions, permits or consents as are necessary
and / or convenient.

The proposed works are environmental impact assessment (EIA) development for the purposes of the Infrastructure
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009 and accordingly an Environmental Statement
accompanied the Application.
The OEI includes the following information:
•
An update to the Seascape, Landscape and Visual Amenity Impact Assessment;
•
An update to the Traffic Impact Assessment;
•
An assessment of the Project's likely effects on the Orford Inshore recommended Marine Conservation Zone.
4A_33329845_2
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th
A copy of the OEI and Environmental Statement may be inspected free of charge from 27 July 2016 until the close of
the Examination at the following locations and during the hours set out below excluding any public holiday dates which
should be confirmed with the library in question:

)

ment
by

sest

o

Mid Suffolk District
Council

Woodbridge
Library

Felixstowe
Library

Council Offices

New Street

Crescent Road

Lowestoft
Library
Clapham Road
South

131 High Street

Woodbridge

Felixstowe

Lowestoft

Needham Market

IP12 1DT

IP11 7BY

NR32 1DR

Ipswich Library
County Library
Northgate Street
Ipswich

Ipswich
IP1 3DE

IP6 8DL
Monday

8.30am – 5pm

10am – 4pm

10am – 4pm

9am – 6pm

9am – 6pm

Tuesday

8.30am – 5pm

9.30am –
7.30pm

9am – 5.30pm

9am – 7pm

9am – 7pm

Wednesday8.30am – 5pm

9am – 5.30pm

9am – 7.30pm

9am – 6pm

9am – 6pm

Thursday

8.30am – 5pm

9am – 5.30pm

9am – 5.30pm

9am – 7pm

9am – 6pm

Friday

8.30am – 5pm

9am – 7.30pm

9am – 5.30pm

9am – 6pm

9am – 7pm

Saturday

Closed

9am – 5pm

9am – 5pm

9am – 5pm

8.30am – 5pm

Sunday

Closed

10am – 4pm

10am – 4pm

10am – 4pm

10am – 4pm

ts;

m
y

or

Copies of the full OEI will be available online through the Applicant's website www.eastanglia3.co.uk.
The full Environmental Statement is available through the Planning Inspectorate’s website at
http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/Eastern/East-Anglia-THREE-Offshore-Wind-Farm/.
Paper copies can be provided on request from EastAngliaThree@ScottishPower.com or EA3 Senior Project
Manager, Scottish Power Renewables, 4th Floor, Atlantic Quay, Glasgow G2 8JB for a charge of £1000 for the full
suite of documents. DVD copies will be provided free of charge and are available on request.
Responses to the submission of OEI
Any person wishing to comment or respond to the submission of OEI may do so in writing to East Anglia THREE Limited
at FREEPOST RSTC-EJEY-RKRXOW, 1 Atlantic Quay, 45 Robertson Street, 4th Floor, Glasgow, G2 8JB or by email at
EastAngliaThree@ScottishPower.com. Any response or representation in respect of the OEI MUST (i) be received
by East Anglia THREE Limited by Monday 29th August, (ii) be made in writing, (iii) state the grounds of the response
or representation and (iv) indicate who is making the response or representation, and (v) give an address to which
correspondence relating to the response or representation may be sent. East Anglia Three is required to provide this
information to the Planning Inspectorate, and therefore responses and other representations will be made public.
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